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PRIVATE EQUITY

Carlyle Group Inc. has agreed to buy a majority stake in U.K. luxury online fashion retailer END, valuing
the brand at £750bn (appx $1bn USD). 

1

Serent Capital Announces A Growth Investment In BQE Software.

The Carlyle Group is a D.C-based global private equity firm that invests in early and later stage companies.

Carlyle Group has a strong track record of investments in luxury and streetwear, with previous investments in

the sector such as Golden Goose. They currently have $245.8bn AUM.

END is a U.K luxury brand founded 15 years ago, and specializes in men’s luxury fashion. They have

partnerships with more than 500 brands including Givenchy, Kenzo, and Valentino. While they are primarily

an online retailer and ship to 100 countries, they have physical stores within Newcastle, Glasgow, and London’s

SoHo district.

Deal Structure: The deal is expected to close in late April 2021, and will value the retailer at £750bn (appx $1bn

USD). END’s founders will retain a minority stake within End and will lead the business as CO-CEO’s. 

Significance: As e-commerce boomed during the pandemic, retailers sought to find solutions to increase

profits. Additionally, investors typically expect a greater return on investment when investing in luxury brands,

as there is less risk associated with such deals. With the new shift within the company, End plans to expand

towards women’s fashion, and will open more physical locations both domestically and internationally. The

Carlyle Group will continue to focus on the consumer sector, as they plan to grow the brands in which they

invest by increasing the number of international locations, and will guide End in doing the same. 

By: Lawrence Wu & Anya Sood

Serent Capital is a lower-middle market private equity firm focused on high growth technology businesses.

Founded by David Keendy and Kevin Frick, the company has grown to become a leader in the lower middle

market since its founding in 2008.

BQE Software is a cloud-based service provider to professional service firms. Some of the services and features

it provides include automatic billing, project management, and expense tracking. Example partner

organizations include the American Institute of Architects and the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Deal Structure: Details have not yet been released.

Significance: This deal is the latest in a surge in M&A activity and private equity investment in the lower

middle market. Driven by favorable credit condition and vast stores of dry powder, investors are bullish about

making investments in the space. Moreover, an aging population has led to more founders seeking to sell their

businesses. Though some industries have been battered by the pandemic, the companies that have withstood

COVID-19 are now potential targets as PE firms look to deploy their stored capital. As could be expected due to

the acceleration of digitalization as an effect of COVID-19, companies in the software industry are particularly

attractive.

https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/CG:US
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VENTURE CAPITAL

Oishii secures $50mn in Series A funding from a coalition of investors including Sony Innovation Fund,
Social Starts, PKSHA Technology, and Mirai Creation Fund.

2

Meatable, a lab-grown meat producer, raised $47mn in a Series A round lead by DSM Venturing, Section
32, and Dr. Rick Klausner. 

Meatable is an environmentally friendly alternative to industrial farming. The Holland-based firm harvests

cells from animals and artificially grows the meat in state-of-the-art labs.

DSM Venturing is the venture arm of Royal DSM -- another Dutch-based company. DSM specializes in the

health and nutrition sector and its expertise should bring value to Meatable’s scaling process.

Deal Structure: The $47mn Series A round brings Meatable’s total funding to just over $60mn.

Significance: Meatable’s latest round of funding will be used to help them create a new production facility at

Biotech Campus Delft. The production facility will be focused more on pork and beef products as they are both

the most profitable and environmentally- necessary. Meatable, just like most companies in the lab-grown meat

industry, are struggling to produce at low costs. As of right now, each pound of meat produced costs Meatable

$10,000. However, by 2025 Meatable plans to be at scale and selling its products commercially. The meat

market is currently worth $2 trillion and even though Meatable has dozens of competitors, attaining a small

portion of the market could still be extremely profitable.

By: Henry Wong & Aaron Gunther

Investors for this deal include Sony Innovation Fund, Social Starts, PKSHA, and Mirai Creation Fund. Sony

Innovation Fund, the investment arm of Sony, specializes in seed to early stage venture investments with a focus

in companies that have potential in broadening Sony’s global network. Social Starts is a San Francisco based

investor in seed to early stage venture health companies. PKSHA Technology is a Tokyo information technology

firm. Mirai Creation Fund is a Tokyo based early stage to late stage venture investor with a focus on the latest

technologies and business models.

Oishii Farm is a New Jersey based vertical farming technology company. Oishii is creating technology enabling

indoor vertical fruit farming at the commercial scale implementing 21st century industrial automation with data

analytics. With their technology, Oishii Farm is able to produce high quality fruit all year round. 

Deal Structure: Oishii Farm received $50mn from its Series A funding round. Investors for the recent funding

round include Sony Innovation Fund, Social Starts, PKSHA, and Mirai Creation Fund with Mirai Creation Fund as

the acting lead investor. 

Significance: With growing trends in consumers seeking fresher and healthier foods, this deal highlights a

solution towards meeting these market demands. Through its automated vertical farms, Oishii is providing

customers access to localized fresh fruits. This is especially impactful for city-dwellers as Oishii is enabling them

access to obtaining and consuming locally produced freshly grown produce. Additionally, typically seasonal

fruits are now open to consumers all year round. With the arrival of vertical farming technology, this deal

positions Oishii Farm to become a next generation leader in the agricultural industry.
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GROWTH EQUITY 3

D1 Capital Partners invested another $1mn into GoPuff, a Philadelphia based delivery platform. 

Pacaso, a vacation home provider that utilizes a co-ownership format, has raised $75mn in a growth
funding round, led by Greycroft and Global Founders Capital.

GoPuff provides a myriad of products with a delivery time of thirty minutes across ~650 cities stores

nationwide. The firm’s value is driven through its distribution of products directly bought from

manufacturers. A network of independent drivers and “micro-fulfillment centers” facilitate ideal unit-

economics and the delivery rate and time the brand promises.  

Warehouses, branded stores and engineers, are the basis of the additional funds. GoPuff aims to expand on

their product lines, local and national supplies and supply chain technology. The company’s primary method

of revenue derives from the baseline increase in sale prices. Also, GoPuff plans on entering the international

market, as their services are currently not provided abroad. The company has yet to preface what countries it

will plan on entering.

Deal Structure: D1 Capital Partners led the $1.15bn in funding alongside Fidelity Management and Research

Company, Luxor Capital and SoftBank Vision Fund 1. 

Significance: Hedge fund and Wall Street investors alike have used GoPuff as a case study of sorts, as many

predict rushed deliveries will outlast the pandemic that kept millions at home. The backing is a sign that

finance professionals may be more inclined to heavily invest into digital services that aren't immediately

turning a profit. 

Pacaso is a home provider that gives buyers the ability to buy “shares” of a luxury property, making them co-

owners of their second home. This innovative practice gives those outside of the 1% a real opportunity to have

access to these kinds of otherwise costly investments.

Greycroft is a venture capital investment firm specializing in technology companies such as Bird, Bumble, and

Venmo. With over $2 billion in capital, Greycroft continues to innovate the internet economy.

Deal Structure: This growth round comes after only 5 months since launch, making this one of the largest

unicorn’s to emerge out of 2021 so far with its $1 billion valuation.

Significance: The ability to experience ownership of a second home has been a nearly impossible dream for

most of the world. Pacaso’s mission aims to break down the barriers of ownership, making this dream a reality

for so many more. There are roughly 100 million second homes around the world, with the majority of those

being vacant for 10-11 months of the year. There is a need for a more effective use of these homes, and with this

growth round, Pacaso seeks to expand across coasts, and move into Mexico along with certain regions in

Europe. The company is also looking to grow their budget options for customers, including a broader price

range for a variety of home types. 

By: Griffin Byer & Terrel Cox
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M&A ACTIVITY

Bitcoin Miner Greenidge Generation and Support (SPRT) announce merger.

4

Canadian Pacific Railway [NYSE: CP], one of the largest freight railroads in Canada, has agreed to
acquire Kansas City Southern [NYSE: KSU], a Class I railroad based in the Midwest US, at a valuation of
$25bn. The acquisition offer will consist of cash & stock and will first have to pass regulatory scrutiny as
the deal may reduce competition in a critical industry.

Greenidge Generation is a bitcoin miner based out of upstate New York. They are a vertically integrated

bitcoin and power generation facility. In addition to Bitcoin mining operations Greenridge also meets the power

needs of homes and business in its region. 

Support.com is a provider of customer and technical support solutions delivered by WFH employees.

Deal Structure: Both companies have signed a definitive agreement to merge in a stock for stock transaction.

The deal is still subject for approval from Support.com shareholders.

Significance: Greenidge is expected to be the only US public company operating a power generation plan in

addition to a bitcoin mining operation. The plan to replicate the current business model to other power sites to

achieve at least 500 MW of mining capacity by 2025. The merger will help Greenidge build upon its successful

business model by providing them with additional cash and funding, while increasing capabilities including

customer interface, security software, and privacy expertise. For the twelve months ended February 28, 2021,

Greenidge mined 1,186 bitcoin at a net variable cost of approximately $2869.

Canadian Pacific is the second-largest Class I railroad in Canada with $5.8bn in revenue in 2019. The railroad

has delivered strong operating performance after undergoing a major turnaround under its former CEO:

Hunter Harrison. The company’s main focus is increasing its railroad capacity by expanding its rail network. 

Kansas City Southern is the smallest of seven Class I freight railroads in North America. Its network connects

midwestern and southern US states to manufacturing sites in Mexico. The railroad recorded $2.6bn in revenue

as of 2020 and had recently rebuffed a takeover offer from a consortium of investors which valued the railroad

at more than $18 billion. 

Deal Structure: Under the proposed deal, Kansas City shareholders will receive $90.00 in cash and 0.489 of a

Canadian Pacific share in exchange for one KSU share. This proposal values Kansas City Southern at $25bn. 

Significance: This deal is a major milestone for both railroads because the combined network would link

Canada, the United States, and Mexico within one network. Canadian Pacific’s railroad is mainly based in

Canada and the northern US while Kansas City’s network is based in the southern US and Mexico. The

companies are confident that the merger will be allowed given a lack of overlap in their networks as both

networks only meet at one station in Kansas City. The deal is yet another attempt at consolidation in the freight

railroad sector where previous attempts have been unsuccessful. For Canadian Pacific, the acquisition is a sign

of growth and a testament to the turnaround of the company under Hunter Harrison, who pioneered the

concept of Precision Scheduled Railroading (PSR). 

By: Shiv Amin & Irfan Ajmeri
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FUNDRAISING & LP ACTIVITY

On Tuesday, March 23, KLAR Partners announced it had hit its €600mn hard cap on its debut fund,
KLAR I, and would commence its final closing.

5

Riverside Raises Their Largest European Buyout Fund, Closing at $550mn.

KLAR Partners is a European mid-market PE firm solely investing in companies located in the Northern and

Western regions of Europe. KLAR specializes in business-to-business solutions selling (also known as

mission-critical services) firms and asset-light industrials. 

Deal Structure: KLAR I is a major success for the firm since it hit its €600mn hard cap in just 12 months and is

significantly oversubscribed. It's one of the biggest European first-time funds raised in the past decade.

Significance: KLAR I has raised the most capital of any European during the pandemic. Although Europe is

still being hit hard by COVID-19, this deal is one signal that investors are confident business operations across

the continent will return to pre-pandemic levels soon. Furthermore, KLAR's speed raising this capital

indicates investors' confidence in its management team. This fund allows KLAR Partners to further impact the

mission-critical services and asset-light industrials sectors via primarily buyout investments. KLAR has a buy

and build strategy fused with growth and operational improvement, so this fund is an opportunity to influence

those sectors based on KLAR's long-term objectives. In fact, the firm has already begun using the capital

raised in KLAR I to invest, acquiring Empower IM, which focuses on energy and smart grid services, and

Swedish maintenance services provider Sandbäckens.

The Riverside Company is a leading global investment firm that seeks to fuel transformative growth and

create lasting value. Since being founded in 1988, Riverside has made over 750 investments and currently holds

more than 120 companies in their international private equity and structured capital portfolios.

Deal Structure: This buyout vehicle (REF VI) closed at €465mn ($550mn USD) in capital commitments, which is

nearly 40% more than its predecessor, making it the largest fund the firm has raised in Europe to date. Existing

Riverside investors increased their commitments to REF VI by 24% compared to Riverside Europe Fund V (REF

V), while 23% of commitments to the fund came from 20 new investors.

Significance: The recent closing of this sixth buyout fund will allow Riverside to further their focus of

partnering with strong middle-market management teams and aid in their international expansion. The firm’s

track record over recent years, resilience, and adaptability of portfolio companies have shown since the onset

of the pandemic, and will continue to shine in the spotlight as economic instability lingers. The three

investments REF VI has already made have grown sales by more than 38% and EBITDA by 46% since

acquisition, delivering very strong performance through the Covid-19 pandemic and proving the value of

Riverside’s professionalism, ambition and discipline.

By: Justin Radist & Adam Inzelstein
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LIQUIDITY EVENTS

Robinhood has confidentially filed to go public in a highly anticipated IPO in the late second quarter of
2021. The company will likely be listed on the NASDAQ.
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Sun Capital sells StonePoint to Arcosa.

Founded in 1995, Sun Capital is a global private equity firm that focuses on businesses in growing markets in

the Business Services, Consumer, Healthcare, Industrial, and Technology sectors. Sun Capital has invested in

more than 420 companies worldwide with revenues in excess of $50 billion.

StonePoint Materials is a top 25 U.S construction aggregates company. StonePoint provides crushed stone,

sand, gravel, and asphalt to commercial, residential, and infrastructure markets in ten states. Approximately

80% of StonePoint’s EBITDA is generated from aggregates, while the remaining 20% is earned from asphalt

and other services

Deal Structure: Arcosa has reached a definitive agreement to acquire StonePoint and affiliated entities for

$375 million in cash, which is expected to close in April 2021. The acquisition is to be funded with cash and

borrowings available under Arcosa’s revolving credit facility. The borrowings from the credit facility are

expected to be refinanced with long term debt. 

Significance: StonePoint has forecasted revenues for the year ended March 31, 2021 of $147.6mn and a pro-

forma adjusted EBITDA of $27.6mn, down $31mm and $5.4mm from 2019 numbers respectively. Decreased

revenues are most likely due to construction delays resulting from Covid. StonePoint is expecting revenues to

reach prepandemic levels by 2022 as a result of market recovery and synergies from the acquisition. Sun

Capital acquired StonePoint in 2018, and since then have completed three acquisitions. Additionally, through

the acquisition, Arcosa is expecting to realize $15mm in tax benefits over the next 4-5 years. 

By: Elias Kun & Jordan Sarnie

Robinhood has confidentially filed to go public in a highly anticipated IPO in the late second quarter of 2021.

The company will likely be listed on the NASDAQ.

Robinhood is an American financial services company with headquarters in Menlo Park, California. The firm is

mostly known for offering commission-free trading for stocks and ETFs. Robinhood earns revenue from

interest earned on cash balances, margin lending, and selling information on order flow to high frequency

traders and market makers, such as Citadel. 

Valuation: While the exact terms have not yet been published, Bloomberg estimates that the company could

be trading at a valuation of up to $40bn, which is significantly higher than the $11.7bn it was worth in a private

funding round in 2020. A person familiar with the matter said that Robinhood has chosen Goldman Sachs to

advise on the IPO. The “confidential filing” allows Robinhood to keep more of their company information

secret until closer to the date of the IPO. 

Significance: Robinhood’s filing does not come as a surprise. The firm has gained an immense amount of

popularity throughout the coronavirus pandemic as homebound young people turned to online trading to pass

the time and make some money. Robinhood had actually planned to go public earlier this year, but those plans

were paused when the firm faced regulatory scrutiny over their practices during the GameStop short squeeze

and the alleged gamification of trading. Financial technology companies have been on a hot streak lately, with

Coinbase expected to IPO within the coming weeks and payment processing start-up Stripe receiving a

valuation of $95bn in a recent funding round, making it the most valuable start-up in the US. 



IN THE NEWS

Boston-Based Fortify raises a $20mn Series B for its composite manufacturing 3D printer.
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7
By: Phoebe Socha & Nicholas Maggi

Thomas H. Lee Partners (THL), founded in 1974, is a Boston-based private equity firm that focuses on identifying

and obtaining sustainable ownership in middle-market growth companies across 3 main industries, Financial

Services, Healthcare, and Technology & Business Solutions. 

FourKites, founded in 2014, is a leading supply chain visibility software platform, extending visibility to

companies by connecting global end-to-end supply chains. FourKites is trusted worldwide by companies to

transform their business and create more agile, efficient, and sustainable supply chains. To date, FourKites has

raised roughly $200mn across 6 funds. 

Deal Structure: THL led the $100mn Series D round, with additional investments from Qualcomm Ventures,

Volvo Group Venture Capital, and Zebra Technologies. THL closed the transaction via its Automation Fund. 

Significance: THL’s Automation Fund seeks investments in companies that provide automation products,

software, or services, using technology to improve productivity in business processes. This series D funding round

validates FourKites’ vision of breaking down the barriers across today’s supply chains and will provide growth

capital for FourKites to continue building its software solutions platform, accelerate new product innovation for

its customers, and execute broader growth objectives. Through this growth, FourKites seeks to help organizations

lower operating costs, improve on-time performance and create better customer relationships. Due to the Covid-

19 pandemic’s effect on supply chain disruptions, it is predicted that 50% of leading enterprises will invest in real-

time transportation visibility solutions over the next 2 years, which are expected to be the cornerstone of future

supply chains. 

Boston-based private equity firm Thomas H. Lee Partners led a $100mn Series D funding round for
supply chain solutions company, FourKites.

Fortify is a digital manufacturing company based in Boston, MA. They were founded on research on composite

3D printing by Randall Erb and Joshua Martin at Northeastern University. 

Cota Capital is a San Francisco-based investment firm focused on modern enterprise technologies across both

private and public companies. Cota Capital has raised a total of $70mn across six funds, their latest being Cota

Opportunities which was announced on March 17, 2020 and raised a total of $3.5mn.

Transaction: While the $20MN equity round was led by Cota Capital, there were also several other notable

participants including Neotribe Ventures, Prelude Ventures and Accel Partners. This funding adds to the $10MN

that the company raised as part of its series A funding in 2019, to which Neotribe Ventures, Prelude Ventures and

Accel Partners also contributed.

Significance: Fortify is transforming the 3D printing industry with its patented DCM (Digital Composite

Manufacturing) platform. By combining a deep understanding of material science with high performance mixing,

magnetics, and polymer physics, Fortify is able to produce custom microstructures in high-resolution 3D printed

parts. They were founded in 2016 at Northeastern and are now based in Boston. They announced that this round

of capital will fuel team growth, accelerate expansion in high-value application spaces, and transition to volume

manufacturing of the Flux Series 3D printers. Fortify has previously announced partnerships with Henkel, DSM,

Tethon3D, and will be making additional announcements over the course of 2021. This is an exciting deal coming

out of Northeastern. Fortify is a spinout from Northeastern professor Randall Erb’s lab. Karlo Delos Reyes, a

doctoral alumni in chemical engineering and co-founder of Fortify, noted that the team has received mentorship,

coaching, and business model development from IDEA, Northeastern’s student-run venture accelerator as well as

resources from the Venture Mentoring Network, which is designed to match student, alumni, and faculty

entrepreneurs with experienced alumni and other industry professionals.


